Department: Faculty and Staff Lounge

Department Head: Jeanette Nilson

Department Location Building name and Room No: MI 235

Department Telephone No: 605-394-1206

Number of Positions to be filled: 1

Average number of hours per week each student would be expected to work: 10-12

Specific qualifications or experience (i.e. Computer Science majors):

**Capable of reading and understanding a standard recipe. Able to use most kitchen equipment safely.** Able to double a recipe, follow the recipe ingredients, put together a grocery list on a weekly basis for supplies needed. Must be an independent worker.

Specific duties:

**Selecting a recipe, mixing cookies, baking and safely storing them. Make a weekly list of items needed to continue baking for the next week and email to supervisor. Clean work area, including the floor. Wash and put away baking dishes.**